ACROSS

1 Current craze
5 Univac fodder
9 Memorization sans thought
13 Phone
17 Software graphic
18 50–50
19 Russian river
20 Retro record
21 M.D.
22 Divorced
24 Sign out
25 Ross or Red
26 Close by
27 Floor cover?
29 Con artists
32 Wet weather
33 Even if
36 Individual plant of a clone
37 Pressures
41 Tarnish
42 Author Morrison
43 Take the chill off
44 Sundance Kid’s girl
45 Juan’s uncle
46 Reptile expert
51 Umpire’s call
52 Chemical suffix
53 Reduced
54 __ numeral
55 Alphabet run
57 They come with a lease
60 Make merry
61 Marked the boundaries
62 Portals
63 Senate crew
64 Sour
65 Oozes
67 Indian instrument
68 Impersonate
71 Crete capital
72 Number of Disney miners
73 Play group
75 Lyric poem
76 Regret
77 Weather expert
81 Hawaiian tree
82 Seeing red
84 Trading center for short
85 Newlyweds’ word
86 On the ball
88 Ramparts’ tops
90 String
92 Traps
93 Not a soul
94 Barren region
96 Teamster, e.g.
101 Wise men
102 Golfer’s quest
105 Madras money
106 City on the Allegheny
107 TV show type
109 Smells
110 Porky’s plaints
111 Writing fluids

DOWN

1 Tears roughly
2 Rue the running
3 “Nude Maja” painter
4 Naval off.
5 Artifice
6 Birdlike
7 Signs of sorrow
8 Jillian or Miller
9 Meal
10 Gen. Bradley
11 Canvas cover
12 Amuse
13 Wash
14 “An apple ____ .”
15 Reside
16 Gigolo’s glance
19 Mother-of-pearl
20 Comic Stan’s other half
22 Connected to
28 Pastry products
29 D.C. VIP
30 Byways
31 Give off
33 Rose petal oil
34 Singer Frankie
35 Artificial organs constructor
37 Actor George
38 Wall St. worker
39 Chopin composition, e.g.
40 Glutted
42 Lock of hair
43 Dwelling places
47 French misses
48 Cooking herb
49 Suitor
50 Idaho product
56 A Simpson
58 Docile
59 First string
60 Assessor
61 Highlanders
63 Turn
64 Orbit point
65 Paper money
66 Dern or Ashley
67 Visionaries
68 Love to pieces
70 Irish Nobel poet
72 Accommodation at sea
73 European nobleman
74 Pact
78 Edit
79 Lane of fiction
80 Hyde-treating acid
83 Those who hoof
87 Young fellow
89 Punches
90 Pinches
91 Tips off
92 Most wise
95 Potato pancake
96 Dog or fox follower
97 Ill-mannered
98 At the summit
99 Tennis’ Nastase
100 Let off steam
102 Crave
103 Shakespeare’s river
104 Charter
107 Knock
108 “____ the season. . .”